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Illuminosi joins NVM Express and PCI-SIG
Novel startup seeks to assist other newcomers in mass storage

- NVM Express member companies now have an immediate representation option
- Illuminosi principles have worked with the storage industry for many years

KINGSTON, WA, August 2, 2019 Illuminosi has joined NVM Express and will be offering third-party representation services to the storage industry. This solves the challenging attendance problem for firms who do not have qualified staff for such an undertaking. This will allow them to begin engineering to the latest specification before it has been released.

At the same time, Illuminosi has joined PCI-SIG and will be active in that body as well. Since PCI Express is the most common source of connection for NVM Express devices, this is a natural fit.

“These two organizations have formed the Gold Standard for storage protocols, and the fit is a natural”, said Tom Friend, the President / CEO of Illuminosi. He has been involved in storage standards and device drivers for over 30 years, and is very optimistic about this opportunity. “We can help equalize the storage world by providing standards services previously available to only the largest of firms”, Friend stated.

“The association dues are minimal; but without competent attendance, those fees haven’t returned their true value”, Friend said.
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